Facile and green synthesis of core-shell structured magnetic chitosan submicrospheres and their surface functionalization.
Submicrometer-sized magnetite colloid nanocrystal clusters (MCNCs) provide a new avenue for constructing uniformly sized and highly magnetic composite submicrospheres. Herein, a facile and eco-friendly method is described for the synthesis of Fe3O4@poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)/chitosan (CS) core-shell submicrospheres using MCNCs bearing carboxyl groups as the magnetic cores. It is based on the self-assembly of positively charged CS chains on the surface of the oppositely charged MCNCs dispersed in the aqueous solution containing acrylic acid (AA) and a cross-linker N,N'-methylenebis(acrylamide) (MBA), followed by radical induced cross-linking copolymerization of AA and MBA along the CS chains. The resulting polymer shell comprises a medium shell of cross-linked PAA/CS polyelectrolyte complexes and an outer shell of protonated CS chains. It was found that the shell thickness could be tuned by varying either the concentration of radical initiator or the molar ratio of AA to aminoglucoside units of CS. To the surface of thus obtained Fe3O4@PAA/CS particles, Au nanoparticles, a variety of functional groups such as fluorescein, carboxyl, quaternary ammonium, and aliphatic bromide, and even functional polymer chains were successfully introduced. Therefore, such Fe3O4@PAA/CS submicrospheres may be used as versatile magnetic functional scaffolds in biorelated areas like bioseparation and medical assay, considering the unique features of CS like nontoxicity and biocompatibility.